
Nachoooooooooooooo! 



•Started in Mexico in 1863 
•Gained popularity in early 
1900’s throughout Mexico 
•Free Fight: almost no 
limitations and extremely 
violent 
•Salvador Luttheroth González 
founded EMLL and took lucha 
libre to the big time 

Salvador Luttheroth Gonzalez: Father of Lucha Libre, in 1933, founded 
the Empresa Mexicana de Lucha Libre (EMLL) 



 The EMLL, now called the Consejo Mundial de Lucha 
Libre (CMLL) is the longest running active 
professional promotion company in the world.  Its 
current home is the 16,000 seat Arena Mexico in 
Mexico City, considered the Mecca of professional 
wrestling in Mexico. 



 The use of masks was not always a part of Lucha Libre 

 The first luchador to use a mask was                                     
El Santo in 1942 

 Early masks were simple, but modern 

masks often invoke images of animals or gods. 

 The mask is an important part of the  

luchadores persona. It can be connected to  

the wrestler’s storyline and can afford some  

anonymity in a country that is hooked on the  

sport of Lucha Libre 

 



 With the importance of the masks, often tag teams 
wager “máscaras o máscaras”, “máscaras o cabello” or 
“cabello o cabello”. 

 Losing one’s mask would be considered a great, and 
damaging loss, not to mention loss of identity.  

 



 Made his debut in 1942 as the first great masked 
luchador when he won an 8 man battle royal 

 His unique style and charisma made him a pioneer for 
every wrestler who followed 

 In 1958 he debuted in his first film Cerebro del Mal. 

 He would eventually star in over 50 films, making him 
arguably the most famous Mexican entertainer of all 
time.  

Mil Mascaras in a 1964 
film. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zg0QAOxQNI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zg0QAOxQNI


Técnicos 

 Heroic and noble 

 Frequently based on 
comic books or folklore  

 Skilled and acrobatic 
moves 

 In the beginning, 
represented the people, 
“the little guy”. 

 Rule bending bad guys 

 Negative aspects of 
Mexican life 

 Use illegal moves and 
whatever it takes to win 

 Represents all that is 
bad: drugs, corrupt 
police, gangs, etc.  

 

Rudos 



 “Minis” not just for midgets, but originally 5 ft. and 
under.  

 First popularized in 1970’s by wrestlers 

like Pequeno Luke and Artuito. 

 Still popular today because of their 

high flying act and “mascota” image. 

Luchadores Miniatura 

 Females wrestlers have a limited role,  

but in 2000 the Lucha Libre Feminil (FFL) was founded 

just for the ladies! 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbTsa0ps0As
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbTsa0ps0As


 Plancha  
 body slam 

 Desnucadora 
 powerbomb 

 Martinete  
 pile driver 

 Patadas voladores  

 drop kick 

 Mortal Lucha Libre aerial moves 

  180 or 360 degree flip 
*Luchadores are more agile and 

perform more aerial maneuvers 
than pro wrestlers in the US 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P7Ic9RarhQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P7Ic9RarhQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P7Ic9RarhQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P7Ic9RarhQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P7Ic9RarhQ


EL DIABLO 

ORIENTAL 

BLUE DEMON JR. vs. 
EL HIJO DEL SANTO 



 Still one of the most 
popular sports in Mexico. 

 Most traditions are still 
alive.  

 Wrestlers widely 
considered national 
heroes and role models.  

 Is it real? What do you think? 

 

 Nacho Libre Trailer 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT21_s9ayjs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT21_s9ayjs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT21_s9ayjs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XpyFF48mZs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XpyFF48mZs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XpyFF48mZs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XpyFF48mZs

